There is a peculiar psychological phenomenon referred to as *incubation*; it is regarded as one of Wallas \'s ([@B18]) four stages of creativity and is defined as a departure from an ongoing unsolved problem that can lead to, or make more likely, the sudden or insightful solution of a difficult problem. Although the existence of incubation effects has long been recognized, the mechanism underlying incubation remains unclear.

Gilhooly ([@B7]) concluded that the Unconscious Work hypothesis (UWH) provided a better explanation of incubation than the Intermittent Conscious Work (ICW) and Beneficial Forgetting (BF) hypotheses, and noted that incubation was an interesting finding that warranted further investigation. We agree with Gilhooly ([@B7]) that the UWH provides an important account of incubation effect in divergent thinking, but here we consider a complementary perspective that deals primarily with the dual-process theory (DPT) of incubation during creative thinking, particularly convergent thinking or insight problem solving (insightful incubation). DPT has been applied to a range of cognitive processes such as judgment/decision-making (Greene, [@B10]), reasoning (Evans, [@B6]), and creativity (Lin and Lien, [@B14]; Weisberg, [@B19]).

As Gilhooly ([@B7]) noted, the kind of convergent thinking required to solve insight tasks is just as important to creative thinking as divergent thinking. Divergent thinking processes are ill-defined, relatively unconstrained, and generate multiple solutions whereas convergent thinking relies on speed, accuracy, logic, and the capacity to recognize the familiar quickly in order to identify the single solution to a well-defined problem (Cropley, [@B5]; Chermahini and Hommel, [@B2]). To solve divergent thinking tasks such as the alternative uses task the solver only needs to switch freely between perspectives and select one subdominant characteristic of the common object (Chrysikou and Thompson-Schill, [@B4]; Gilhooly, [@B7]); he/she can easily generate infrequent uses of this object. In contrast, solving an insight problem with a defined solution requires one to understand the logic underlying the solution, to restructure one\'s initial representation of the problem, relax certain constraints, and overcome a set-related impasse through failure-driven learning.

There is mounting evidence that solving most convergent thinking tasks, in particular, insight problems, depends on conscious cognitive control, including working memory, inhibition, updating, and switching (Koppel and Storm, [@B13]; Gilhooly et al., [@B8]; Lv, [@B15]). It is often assumed that the process of overcoming an impasse, or shifting cognitive set---commonly regarded as the defining feature of insight---happens during insightful incubation (Christensen and Schunn, [@B3]; Zhan et al., [@B21]). The process of set-shifting or overcoming an impasse is a controlled, internally driven shift in strategy which has been linked to activation of the medial prefrontal region (Schuck et al., [@B16]) and to an error-related negative potential in the same region (Bartholow et al., [@B1]). The controlled inhibition of irrelevant associations or inappropriate thought patterns is required to overcome an impasse or shift cognitive set during insightful incubation (Koppel and Storm, [@B13]; Lv, [@B15]). Replacing inappropriate thoughts with appropriate ideas, which is considered essential to the process of overcoming an impasse, relies on memory updating (Jones, [@B12]). Gilhooly ([@B7], p.7) stated that "unconscious work is parallel, inexact and divergent while conscious thought is serial, exact, and convergent."

The UWH cannot accommodate findings on insightful incubation effects (Zhong et al., [@B22]) because it describes incubation solely in terms of unconscious processes. A DPT-based model of incubation in terms of unconscious and conscious processing does not suffer from this problem. Our DPT model of incubation accepts, like the UWH, that unconscious processes are critical to incubation, but posits that there are two systems of thinking: system 1, which is characterized by rapid, implicit, parallel and unconscious processes and system 2, which relies on slow, explicit, sequential, conscious processes (Evans, [@B6]). Also, the DPT believes the conscious process underlying incubation is not intermittent and always goes with unconscious processes during the whole incubation period. Moreover, the DPT of incubation extends the UWH in three critical ways.

Firstly, the DPT proposes that both conscious and the unconscious processes are critical to incubation, whereas the UWH does not assign conscious processes any role in incubation. The UWH cannot explain why filling the incubation period with a light cognitive demand task has more incubation effect than filling it with rest or a demanding task. The DPT explains this by assuming that performing an undemanding task ensures that both unconscious and conscious processes are recruited during incubation, whereas resting makes incubation an entirely conscious process and performing a demanding task makes it entirely unconscious because cognitive resources are depleted by the task (Sio and Ormerod, [@B17]). Importantly, the DPT can resolve the conflicts between the UWH and other incubation theories/findings like the BF theory or the explicit-implicit interaction model (Hélie and Sun, [@B11]). Moreover, Zhong et al. ([@B22]) found that unconscious thought can increase solution accessibility but may reduce the actual solution quantity when compared with conscious thought; this result is inconsistent with the UWH but is accommodated by the DPT. Sio and Ormerod\'s ([@B17]) meta-analysis on incubation studies concluded that both unconscious and conscious processes were involved.

Secondly, the DPT can account for both insightful incubation and certain incubation-related phenomena in divergent thinking, such as the superiority of immediate incubation. Gilhooly ([@B7]) argued that the difference between immediate and delayed incubation is that one of the two only involves unconscious processing whereas the other also involves conscious processing (for details, see Gilhooly et al., [@B9]). Given that initiating a "dual-task" delayed incubation (involving the target task and interpolated task) relative to a "single-task" immediate incubation will cost more cognitive resources, the conscious and unconscious processes could both be involved in immediate incubation but only the unconscious process in delayed incubations due to an additional depletion in cognitive resources for the interpolated task during an immediate incubation.

Finally, the DPT can explain the inverted-U shaped relationship between unconscious thoughts and creative performance (Yang et al., [@B20]) and the timing of the unconscious thought advantage during the incubation process. Only when the duration deliberation is moderately long, neither too long nor too short, can the unconscious thought offer significant advantages over conscious thought (Yang et al., [@B20]); over short or long deliberation periods, the creative output of conscious thought surpasses that of unconscious thought.
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